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Abstract: Many industries have a small floor space for keeping different types of machines. Most of the floor space are 
consumed by huge amount of waste and leftovers after the machining process has been carried out on the work piece. Specially 
focusing on the waste from the lathe machine, they are in the form of spiral chips. These chips (turning) from the lathe have 
huge volume and less weight, which is responsible in consumption of large amount of floor space. Taking this thought in head a 
machine was designed whose main work is to reduce the volume of chip. While using motor power of lead screw mechanism a 
design of the machine was made, whose sole function is the reduce the volume of the scrap.  
Keywords: Design, Compressor, Live Project, Guided pillars, Lead screw, Scrap Compressor. 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

Extraordinary amounts of steel squander strands are produced from modern machines each year particularly when machines are 
existing in an enormous numbers sited in modern zones. This truly address an ecological issue since that steel squander strands are 
troublesome in biodegradation and need an enormous region assuming it will store. A decent the executives of such a strong waste 
is to track down the method for utilizing it not withstanding arrange it. While considering this problem necessary machine was 
design which sole function is to reduce the volume of waste extracted from CNC BMC and Lathe in the form of spiral chips. It will 
overall result in consumption of less floor space. Which is consume by waste produced after the machining process is carried out. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Construction of extensive door jamb without limitation was intended for pushing out bundles freely which bring about lessening the 
erosion misfortune and dragging out the help life of wearing plates in high strain chamber. Taking a long compactor carriage with 
scrubber and plug gadget planned [1], it can make the machine on the following taking care of activity while parcels squeezing 
activity. Subsequently, the machine can ceaseless and effective creation. The fundamental piece of the machine is of casing welding 
structure utilizing very thick steel, solid and solid. Ultra-enormous taking care of box processes versatility for steel scrap somewhat 
and a ton of HARDOX plate are utilized as wearing plates. The parallel expulsion press covers and feed container prepared make it 
without sitting tight for stacking time as handling a huge size of scrap steel structure [3]. This development relates to a baling press 
adjusted to pack Waste paper, cotton squander, clothes, stopper chips, metal cuttings, and scrap metal and different materials into 
combined or compacted parcels which are then tied or bound in the standard way. The development is explicitly coordinated to 
enhancements in baling presses, among such upgrades being basic and productive means for opening and shutting the upper part of 
the charging box to allow the charging box to be promptly filled and the squeezed material promptly taken out from the press. [2] 
Wei Zhang, Xiang Shi, Dongbo Li [4] done the review focusing on the contact weariness issues of variable lead screw in tram 
entryway framework. They reasoned that in light of the examination of contact exhaustion investigation of roller, the existence of 
the variable lead screw framework not entirely set in stone.  
1) Vertical Can Crusher: Vertical Can Crushers are the most famous kind of aluminum Can Crushers. Vertical Could Crushers at 

any point as a rule get introduced to a divider. These smashers accompany an extraordinary mounting plates or screws and can 
be introduced to various materials, similar to plastic, wood and other. What creates vertical Can Crushers so famous is that they 
can be introduced in more helpful places. For instance, we can introduce a vertical Can Crusher to a divider in carport or in 
kitchen furthermore, place the trash receptacle straightforwardly under the smasher, so when pop or brew can be packed, it will 
promptly get tossed out in the waste either physically, or consequently by the smasher. 

 
Fig. 1 Vertical can crusher 
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Kumar Netal (2016) have introduced a paper about manufacture of mechanical smasher which would assist with squashing the pre-
owned juice jars, paint jars and punched sheet metal waste. The smasher is intended to work on a wrench and opened switch system 
and the power for the electrical activity of the smasher is taken from an electrical engine. This Crusher pound the jars actually and 
the assembling as well as the support cost is extremely less which is appropriate for little reusing plants. [5] 
Creator has given a total proposal on plan investigation of an uncompromising pressure driven machine utilizing limited component 
strategies. The machine is planned by ENERPAC with no estimation or variable hydraulic powered framework. [6] The examination 
managed the hypothetical and trial model of the machine to lay out the precisely ideal plan investigation and further improvement of 
the current machine at least time and lower cost. The materialness of the current PC based FE bundle as a PC supported plan device 
is likewise examined. A correlation has been made between the trial and hypothetically anticipated outcomes. Both the outcomes are 
viewed as in great concurrence with one another. 

 
2) Steel Solid Waste: Incredible amounts of steel squander strands are created from modern machines each year particularly when 

machines are existing in a huge numbers sited in modern zones. This truly address a natural issue since that steel squander 
strands are troublesome in biodegradation and need a huge region in the event that it will store. A decent administration of such 
a strong waste is to track down the method for utilizing it notwithstanding arrange it. In modern settings, there are a critical 
number of machine gadgets. Steel squander filaments are created in enormous sums by modern machines. These are not 
biodegradable, so they are a peril for the environment, and they are likewise challenging to store [7]. This is something that 
should be handled. The most effective way to deal with this waste is to carry it to great use instead of discard it. Machine 
machines are most involved machines in machining industry for completing different machines parts. During this machining 
system steel scraps are created. These squanders even require enormous region for capacity. Steel scrap from machine machines 
has comparative actual properties. Machine squander is by and large as pleated fibre. Machine squander material for this work 
is gathered from school studio furthermore, neighbourhood modern studios. 

3) Bentonite properties: Bentonite is a dirt that shaped quite a while back in light of volcanic debris change. It is appropriate as a 
whiz refill material to diminish earth obstruction because of its capacity to hold dampness. It decreases contact opposition while 
expanding the viable surface region of the anode. It's a montmorillonite earth that is greyish in variety. It has a sheet-silicate 
structure. The enlarging impact is brought about by extra water particle inserting into these dainty layers. The actual properties 
of bentonite are utilized to conclude its mineralogical piece. The compound and mineral piece of bentonite impacts its 
properties. There are two sorts of bentonite: enlarging bentonite, otherwise called sodium bentonite and the non-enlarging type 
is Calcium Bentonite. In wet circumstances, bentonite has a low resistivity of around 2.5-ohm m. It is non-destructive and latent 
[8]. When bentonite constituents, essentially Na2O (pop), K2O (potash), CaO (lime), MgO (magnesia), and other mineral salts, 
are blended in with water, they structure a solid electrolyte arrangement that is very hygroscopic. Its pH ranges from 7-9. When 
presented to sufficient water, it enlarges to multiple times its dry volume by retaining water from its environmental factors and 
nearly ties to almost any surface. 

4) Charcoal & salt mix: Sodium chloride (salt) and magnesium chloride are the synthetic compounds that were generally 
suggested and utilized. They are folded over the anodes. The salts are disintegrated by adding water. Charcoal is comprised of 
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen in changing extents relying upon the sort of wood utilized. Carbon is primary 
component by and large 80% of its mass. Carbon molecules are organized in layers of hexagonal rings, with interstitial spaces 
between them as pores. Since charcoal is permeable, it expands the Cation Exchange Capacity of the dirt, along these lines 
expanding conductivity. Beside the way that carbon has pores in the dirt that hold water to increment conductivity, when carbon 
is blended in with sodium chloride in the dirt, a progression of responses happen, coming about in hygroscopic NaNO3. 
Therefore, earth obstruction is decreased [9]. 

 
Fig. 2 Solid waste Experimental Setup  
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5) Scrap Compactor for Small Scale Industries: Liu Jianxiong et al manage the plan and improvement of a piece shredder and 
compactor for End of Life vehicles and Home machines. An itemized depiction of plan, improvement and testing of the 
machine is shown [10]. TORO University specialized reference booklet on Hydraulics makes sense of about hydrodynamics 
and water powered circuits. The expected circuit of the task is created with the assistance of this book [11]. Darius Gnanaraj 
makes sense of the extent of making a piece Compressing Machine for limited scope ventures. It depicts about the different 
piece compactors accessible what's more, its significance in the business for better security, efficiency and ergonomics. It 
likewise features about the aggregation of scrap in the business and the issues engaged with removal of the piece. Thoughts for 
planning a piece compactor utilizing ergonomic standards at a lower cost are additionally outlined in this paper. It additionally 
considers the best stances of individuals gathering the piece [12]. Scrap material Baling Press (SMB-F125) Supplied by: 
Enerpac Machine Co., Ltd gives the determination for scrap room and the greatest power that can be applied for that piece room 
[14]. Electronic source Hydrodynamics and Pneumatics gives the image of the Hydraulic Circuit [15]. Electronic source IQS 
Directory gives the subtleties on piece pressure proportion [16]. Upgrades in handling innovations also, hardware as well as 
proceeded with solid interest for salvaged material added to efficiency gains as indicated by Sideling [17]. 

 
Fig. 3 Scrap compactor 

 
III. COMPONENTS 

1) Guide Ways: The Guide way is one of the significant components of machine device. The fundamental capacity of the 
guideway is to ensure that the cutting apparatus or machine instrument usable component moves along foreordained way. The 
machine apparatus usable component conveys work piece alongside it. 

 
Fig. 4 Guide Ways 
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2) Lead Screw:  A lead screw changes over rotational movement into straight movement that joins a screw and nut, with the screw 
string in direct contact with the nut string. Leadscrews are a typical part in electric direct actuators. Leadscrews are fabricated 
similarly as other string structures (they might be rolled, cut, or ground). 

 
Fig. 5 Lead Screw 

3) Compressing Plates: It is used to transmit power produced from the motor to the spiral chips. It is provided with the guideways 
so that it travels a definite path.  

 
Fig. 6 Compressing Plates 

                                 
4) Container: It is nothing but a normal rectangular container made of Mild steel whose function is to store all the chips which is 

ready to be compressed. The power of motor will act on chips which is readily stored in the container. Container is also 
provided with its one side in sliding manner so that the compressed scrap can be withdraw.  

 
Fig. 7 Container 
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5) Scrap inserting and removing Plate: The scrap insert and removing plate is part of rectangular container this plate is in L-shape 
and there is a handle provided on it with the help of handle it become easy to remove compressed scrap.    

 
Fig. 8 Scrap inserting and removing plate 

 
6) Motor: The motor is most important component which actuated the compressing plates for the compression action, speed of 

motor is 180 RPM, and Voltage required 10.5v-14.5v 

 
Fig. 9 Motor 

 
7) SMPS: A switch mode power supply (SMPS) can be perceived as an electronic circuit changing over power with turning 

gadgets that turn on and off at high frequencies. They are additionally stockpiling part like inductors or capacitors that 
provisions power while the exchanging as at its non-conduction state. 

 
Fig. 10 SMPS 
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IV.  CONCLUSION 
After designing all the required component, a final assembly was. made and it successfully withstand its purpose. This machine will 
be easy to control and because it is prototype it is portable. It is light in weight and easy to use which means no need of skilled 
worker. Whole machine can be operated by a two-way switch. Because most of the mechanism surface is open to air it can easily 
have cleaned. It has less number of moving part which will overall result in less friction losses and vibration will be negligible, due 
to less moving part wear and tear of component also reduced. After designing all the component and assembling it together the 
mechanism is safe for using.  
The result from experiments shows that backfill reduces earth resistance. Charcoal and salt combination has least reduction amongst 
all combinations while metal scrap in bentonite has maximum reduction almost 90% in wet condition. Wet condition helps in 
reducing earth resistance. Charcoal, salt, and steel scrap reduction in earth resistance was less, dry condition even worsens the 
results. Bentonite in wet condition reduced almost 85% earth resistance while steel scrap inclusion reduced earth resistance further. 
Different metal scrap needs to be investigated further. Corrosion effect of dissimilar materials also will be investigated in near 
future. Solid steel waste can be thus utilized in nearby industrial area for earthing purpose. Transport and disposal of solid waste 
lathe fibre issue can be addressed if used in earthing. 
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